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straints and caused Reserve Bank concerns about inflation rising
above its 2%–3% target range. Consequently, the Bank increased
the official cash rate seven times from 3% in October 2009 to
4.75% until November 2010.
Demand subsequently eased due to a slowing of economic
activity in China and patchy local economic news outside of the
mining sector coupled with a significant decline in consumer sentiment and business confidence. Against this background, monetary policy was eased in 12 steps reducing the official cash rate to
a historic low of 1.5% by August 2016 where it has remained to
the present.
Financial markets gradually improved through 2009 and
2010, however beyond the government-guaranteed financial
institutions some dislocation continued, especially for financiers
formerly reliant on funding via asset-backed securitisation or
from now-exited overseas bank wholesale sources.
A further factor was disintermediation by larger corporates
as the low interest rates and oversupply of funds allow them to go
directly to the market. Some additional consolidation continued
with markets remaining competitive, if concentrated.
Until 1985 the only detailed time series of new leasing statistics was for finance companies. From July 1991 an expanded
lease finance statistical series which included operating leases has
been available from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). This
development followed representations and resources from (then)
AELA;1 more recently the Equipment Finance Division of the
Australian Finance Industry Association [AFIA].
From 2000, however, industry funding was discontinued in

Lease finance in Australia is a mature product, having been offered
as part of a portfolio of equipment financing techniques for over
60 years in Australia. The predominant lessor groups are finance
companies and banks. Lessees include all private and public industry sectors.
Over recent decades, utilisation of the lease product has been
impacted by Government policy reflected in regulation (in particular tax laws) and accounting treatment. This has included the
tax-benefit transfer status afforded leasing but also its treatment as
a taxable-supply under Australia’s national consumption tax – the
Goods & Services Tax (GST), in contrast to the input-taxed chattel mortgage, for example.
Consequently, while lease and non-lease equipment finance
together continue to account for a significant proportion of
equipment capital expenditure in Australia which has and continues to grow, the lease component has diminished in aggregate.
Players in the leasing market. In Australia the main providers
of lease finance were traditionally finance companies (including
bank-owned lenders, general financiers and captives) and banks.
Over the last decade nearly all the bank-owned finance companies have been brought into the parent.
More recently, while the banks have been the predominant
source of lease and other equipment finance, improved access to
funding has seen captives and independents improve their share.
Australia is also experiencing the emergence of FinTech
equipment finance providers heavily reliant on digital processes to
transact with their customers.
The current market. Supported
by two decades of fiscal and strucTable 1: Annual new business volumes
tural reforms, the Australian economy entered the 2007-09 Global
A$bn
Financial Crisis [GFC] with our
42.0
national Government having no debt
and a budget in surplus. A recession
40.0
was avoided as a result of a combination of a robust banking/financial
38.0
sector prudential framework and a
booming trade exposure to China,
36.0
India and the rest of the developing
world, together with a large fiscal
34.0
stimulus by the Government.
The monetary policy response
32.0
to the GFC saw the cash rate
reduced to 3% by April 2009. As the
30.0
crisis passed, the continuing rise in
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favour of data collected directly from members. This article draws
on this, in graph and tabular form as appropriate.
AFIA estimates that as at end FY2018 total new equipment
finance (including fleet leasing) was A$47.2bn (up from year end
FY2017: A$45.5bn). Excluding fleet leasing, equipment finance
represented A$40.3bn (compared with year end FY2017
A$39.5bn). Of this A$7.9bn was finance leases, A$5.5bn was operating leases (including fleets), A$2bn was hire purchase and
A$31.7bn chattel mortgage.
Excluding the fleet leasing sector, 39% was for motor cars
and light commercials, 18% for trucks, trailers and buses, 3% for
aircraft and other transport equipment, 7% for agricultural
machinery, 4% for EDP and office machines, 4% for manufacturing equipment, 13% for mining and construction and 13% for
other items.
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Net receivables have been showing growth since 2015, and
in the first six months of 2018, grew from A$105bn to A$107bn.
Historical perspective. While the concept of leasing plant
and machinery was not unknown pre-1950 in Australia, its relatively large-scale use and acceptance is only a phenomenon since
that time. This growth was pioneered by finance companies in the
late-1950s and early-1960s. Since that time most financial institutions have moved to include leasing in their product range.
Lease finance utilisation rose strongly through the 1960s
through to the 1980s as the acceptance of the philosophy of leasing broke down earlier attitudes against this non-equity form of
financing. In addition, from the early 1970s a more neutral tax
system allowed leasing to compete more equally with other
equipment financing techniques.
The proportion of new private capital expenditure leased
peaked in 1989/90 at around 30%. It subsequently eased to below
20% in the recessionary early-1990s, due to a mix of taxation
changes and distortions, as well as business lack of confidence to
undertake additional financing. In the period to 2000, the ratio
settled at around 25% reflecting the absence of any major tax
driver in that period.
Since the introduction of the GST in July 2000, however, the
differing GST treatments have clouded product comparisons and
utilisation has dropped back to approximately 18%. These statistics
and their pattern over time are further clouded by the impact of:
•
large leveraged lease transactions and occasional private and
public sector sale-and-leasebacks and privatisations;
•
the volume of leases written for the public or government
sector; and
•
the treatment of operating leases.
In aggregate the lease and non-lease equipment finance
together continue to account for a significant and growing proportion of equipment capital expenditure.
In the early years, most leases were motor vehicle-related and
even today around 50% of lease volumes are for motor cars,
trucks, vans, motor buses and coaches. Aircraft, ships and heavy
earthmoving vehicles comprise another sizeable end-use.
From the mid-1980s operating leases developed in importance. Although no definitive statistics then existed, a survey conducted at the end of 1990 by the advocate for the Australian
equipment leasing, the Australian Equipment Lessors Association
(AELA),2 found that operating leases represented around 10% of
member respondents’ leases, particularly for motor vehicles, computers and office machinery.
The latest statistical report produced by the Association
(rebranded and integrated into the Australian Finance Industry
Association (AFIA) in 2017) shows operating leases (excluding
motor fleet leases) accounting for around 33% of the total leasing
market financed by members.
Going forwards this growth may be impacted by the January
1, 2019 introduction of the new lease accounting standard (IFRS
16/ AASB 16) requiring operating leases, like finance leases, to be
reported on the balance sheet.
How the market functions. Leasing is generally offered as part
of a range of equipment finance products. This allows its’ particular
merits vis-à-vis other finance techniques to be weighed and tailored
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Excluding fleet leasing, equipment finance in
Australia represented A$40.3bn in FY2018.

to the customer’s particular needs,
taxation and financial position.
Distribution channels include:
direct sales by financiers with whom
the applicant has an existing relationship or via point of sale providers
linked to the financier or others
independently operating in the
market. Sophisticated transaction
packagers and lease brokers also play
their respective roles in promoting
the product.
In terms of general market
functioning, leases are written for most capital equipment items
(provided they are used for commercial purposes) and generally
for periods ranging between two and five years. Implicit rates are
competitive and are usually fixed for the period of the lease.
Provided that the commercial use test is met, and no contrary law applies (e.g. for vehicles that exceed the luxury vehicle
limit threshold), lessees claim the full amount of the lease rentals
as a tax deduction; the lessor, as owner, claims the depreciation
and usually any investment incentives.
There can be no option during the lease contract to purchase the leased goods at the end of the term. The lessee may
however re-lease the goods at the end or make an offer to acquire
them.

Law and regulation
The lease product is shaped by taxation and other laws at the
national and state levels reflecting Australia’s complex federal legal
system, general legal principles (including contractual requirements) and accounting standards. Changes in all of these aspects
(especially taxation) have had, and will continue to have, an
impact on the utilisation of leasing.
Commonwealth taxation. Tax laws recognise leasing as one
of the few tax benefit transfer mechanisms within the Australian
taxation system. The business lessee is able to claim a tax deduction for the full amount of the lease rentals; this contrasts with
other forms of commercial equipment finance (e.g. hire-purchase,
chattel mortgage) where deductions for depreciation and interest
charges are claimable.
The lessor, as owner, is able to claim the depreciation for the
goods leased as an offset against rental income received.
The balance between leasing and other financing methods
(from the client’s point of view) therefore lies in the respective
cash repayment streams and the relative write-off period between
interest/depreciation on the one hand and lease rentals on the
other, as reflected in the client’s before and after-tax cashflows.
Up until 2000, Australia’s national income taxation system
had been relatively neutral between the various equipment financing options (lease, hire purchase and chattel mortgage), with each

alternate product able to compete on the basis of its appropriateness and flexibility for the particular investment and client need.
However, from July 2000 the national consumption tax (GST)
treated the financing options differently; chattel mortgage as a
financial supply is input-taxed, leasing is fully taxable and hire purchase could have been a mixture, though from July 2012 hire purchase became taxable. This has impacted customer selection with
the lease segment decreasing in the equipment finance aggregate.
By far the major statute affecting leasing therefore is the
Commonwealth (national) Income Tax Assessment Act (ITAAct).
In summary the Act provides for the business lessee to claim tax
deductions for the full amount of the lease rentals; this contrasts
with other forms of commercial equipment finance (e.g. hirepurchase, chattel mortgage) wherein deductions for depreciation
and interest charges are claimable.
The Act generally provides for the lessor, as owner, to claim
the depreciation for the goods leased as an offset against rental
income received.
The balance between leasing and other financing methods
(from the client’s point of view) therefore lies in the respective
cash repayment streams and the relative write-off period between
interest/depreciation on the one hand and lease rentals on the
other, as reflected in the client’s before and after-tax cashflows.
Because of its importance in the functioning of the economy, the Australian taxation framework has been regularly
reviewed. An important role of bodies like AFIA is to provide
informed advice to the government on the consequences of their
proposals and to assist members in their statutory interpretation
and compliance.
Leasing tax guidelines. While many sections of the tax law
deals with how leasing works in the context of the specific section, no overarching section covers leasing itself. The Income Tax
Assessment Act therefore gives discretionary powers to the Tax
Commissioner to oversee leasing practices.
The broad thrust of this oversight has been to ensure that
leases were not disguised purchase or conditional sale arrangements. Should they have been they would take on the nature of a
capital transaction for the lessee. It is noted in passing that hire-
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Table 2:
rate3
Income year

2017–18
2018–19 to 2019–20
2020–21
2021–22

Aggregated turnover
threshold

Tax rate for base
rate entities under
the threshold

A$25m
A$50m
A$50m
A$50m

27.5%
27.5%
26.0%
25.0%

purchase contracts, because within the contract, title passes with
the last payment, have been ruled (IT 196) by the Tax Office to
be capital in nature (i.e. the hirer claims depreciation and interest
rather than the amount of the repayments).
It is for this reason that for tax purposes, leases in Australia
cannot include an option to purchase. In 1998 a Court Decision
in the Bellinz case cast doubt on the tax treatment of hire-purchase transactions (compared to leases) but the facts of the case
and subsequent statute changes settled in favor of the status quo.
Over the years, Tax Office guidelines on leasing have developed along with the product and they find focus in a number of
rulings and are implicit in the operation of the lease market. Care
should be taken however in their interpretation as often the
guidelines have changed without particular parts of the rulings
being up-dated. More specific detail on the current framework is
available from AFIA.
Tax rates, depreciation, incentives and disincentives. The
basic tax treatment of leasing has not significantly changed.
What has changed however are the underlying rates of tax,
depreciation and investment (dis)incentives; these have in turn
affected the relative balance in the two (lessee/non-lessee) writeoff time-frames.
Government policy over recent years has seen the significant
decrease in company tax rates; most recently these have supported
small businesses (with the rate dropped to 27.5% from FY2017).
The entity captured as a small business also shifted with the government policy encompassing entities initially with an annual
turnover of up to A$10m.
From FY2019, the lower company tax rate applies to base
rate entities with an aggregated turnover less than A$50m from
the 2018–19 income year. The rate will then reduce to 25% by
the 2021–22 income year.
The recent history of capital allowances (investment incentives and depreciation) has seen the current government provide
simplified depreciation rules for small business taxpayers able to
claim a A$20,000 instant asset write-off (extended to June 30,
2019). A defined small business can immediately deduct the business portion of most assets that cost less than A$20,000 each if
they were purchased:
•
from July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2019, and your turnover is less
than A$10m;
•
from 7.30pm on May 12, 2015 to June 30, 2016, and your
turnover is less than A$2m.
This deduction is used for each asset that costs less than
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A$20,000, whether new or secondhand. You claim the deduction
through your tax return, in the year
the asset was first used or installed
ready for use.4
Tax rate for all
Tax disincentives have also
other companies
impacted the equipment lease prod30.0%
uct. In 1979 a Motor Vehicle
30.0%
Depreciation Limit was introduced
30.0%
30.0%
to deter “luxury” motor vehicle purchases by limiting the amount of
depreciation that could be claimed.
Initially set at A$18,000 the Limit has been indexed in line with
the motor component of the Consumer Price Index to now (as
from FY18) stand at A$65,094 (A$75,526 for fuel-efficient
vehicles).
By limiting the depreciation claimed by the lessor, the disincentive worked to increase the rental paid by the lessee. As this
only worked where the lessor was in a taxable position to claim
depreciation within the Australian tax system, the law was
changed in 1996 to simply have such transactions for “luxury”
vehicles taxed as if they were loans.
Since 2005, another major distortion has arisen caused by the
Tax Commissioner’s reassessment of the effective life of commercial vehicles from 6.67 years to 12 years for light commercial
vehicles and to 15 years for trucks.
As it is the Commissioner’s assessment which underpins the
IT 28 schedule of safe harbour residual values (essentially 75% of
effective life prime cost written down value), overnight such
residual values increased considerably. Secondhand vehicle values
did not of course similarly move, with the result that it was
uneconomic and imprudent to write leases for these items.
This despite the government enacting statutory caps to
remedy the re-assessment and increasing the diminishing
value/prime cost depreciation loading from 150% to 200% to
ensure that depreciation deductions more closely reflect the asset’s
decline in actual value. AFIA continues to seek resolution of this
problem with the Commissioner.
As can be seen from the foregoing truncated history of
depreciation and other capital allowances, these can and do
change frequently in line with the government of the day’s policy
intentions for capital investment.
The changes affect the underlying economics of asset acquisition/utilisation, and then show they operate, or are perceived to
operate, between the different financing alternatives. Because leasing is effectively after-tax (i.e. lease pricing models incorporate
any tax changes into the amount of the lease rental), such policy
changes have an immediate and obvious result.
Other financing alternatives, such as hire purchase or chattel
mortgage, can seem to remain unchanged because the after-tax
impact is in the customer’s books at a later time when the tax
return is completed.

Progressive changes to the company tax

Cross-border, leveraged leasing and leasing to government
and other tax preferred entities. The packaging and promotion of

increasingly sophisticated leasing transactions, especially in the
leveraged lease area, has prompted our national government to
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preserve its revenue base by restricting some tax measures’ application to leasing.
The financing “arrangements” to which these restrictions
(ITAA Part III Division 16D) applied include those which met
any of the following tests:
1. (a) where the end-user (or associate) indemnifies the owner
for the guaranteed residual value;
(b) where at the end of the arrangement all or part of the
property is transferred to the end-user (or associate);
(c) where the end-user (or associate) has the right to purchase or require transfer of all or part of the property;
(d) where the arrangement period exceeds one year and the
end-user (or associate) is liable for repairs to all or part
of the property;
2. where the arrangement period is greater than or equal to
50% of the effective life of the property (for eligible real
property) or 75% of the effective life of the property (for eligible property other than real property);
3. where the amounts of arrangement payments are greater
than 90% of the lesser of the property’s cost price or depreciated value at the commencement of the arrangement.
These tests aim at identifying economic ownership.
With a range of privatisations involving assets of previously
tax-exempt entities entering the private sector, from August 1997
a number of technical amendments applied to limit the depreciation deductions that can be claimed by purchasers of such entities, to the higher of the asset’s notional written down value or its
undeducted pre-existing audited book value.
The tax benefit transfer issue. Leasing captures and crystallises taxation deductions and incentives available within the
system and within government policy, focusing their effect on the
area where it will have the most impact: reduced cash flow to the
lessee.
A business just starting out, or one in the process of restructuring, is unlikely to be generating current year taxable income.
In these circumstances tax deductions for depreciation or investment incentives do not achieve their desired policy effect – rather
they simply add to carry-forward losses.
Through leasing, the lessor can claim these deductions
against its taxable income, crystallise the benefit and pass on that
benefit to the lessee in the form of the tangible incentive of
reduced cash repayments.
Unfortunately, the aggregation of such deductions in the
books of a relatively few lessors can be misunderstood and can
result in the contemplation of restrictions. Such a view, by focusing on only one side of the transaction, can ignore the essential
symmetry of taxation systems (i.e. if through a tax benefit transfer
the lessor’s taxable income is reduced, such reduction in a competitive market flows on to lower rentals to the lessee which in
turn represent a reduced tax deduction).
With this tax benefit transfer ability, leasing is an essential
financing tool for a dynamic and competitive economy. If from
time-to-time a new application or financial product development
tests the legislative or taxation framework, this should be seen as a
healthy and necessary sign of an innovative financial system.
As can be seen from this, a major role of AELA (and now

AFIA) is to put forward the case for ensuring that particular legislative responses do not unduly impair leasing’s tax benefit transfer capacity, to the detriment of the economy’s production,
investment and employment. That said, the macroeconomic (low
inflation and interest rates) and fiscal (low tax rates and capital
allowances) conditions of the past two decades, has meant that
there are only minimal tax benefits inherent in the system to
transfer and price into the rental.
Goods and Services Tax (GST). Up until June 30, 2000, a
system of Wholesale Sales Taxes on particular items of equipment
operated with a range of tax rates and exemptions. From July 1,
2000, a uniform 10% Goods and Services Tax (GST) has applied.
From a financier perspective, a key element of the GST
regime is the fact that “financial supplies” (e.g. chattel mortgages)
are exempt, which means that the lender is input-taxed (i.e. is
unable to claim back the GST components of its input costs)
resulting in the commercial customer paying unspecified higher
interest or fees which cannot be claimed back.
Leases, on the other hand are “taxable supplies” which mean
that business lessees claim the GST component of their rentals as
a reduction of their GST liability. Hire-purchase contracts could
have been a mix of taxable and financial supplies, depending on
whether or not the interest element is documented. However, this
was clarified in July 2012 when hire purchase became taxable as
explained further below.
A range of other nuances, especially in the transitional period
when many existing leases were to attract GST, but loans and hire
purchases would not, saw a switch away from leases.
With the transitional impacts behind it, the market now has
to deal with the remaining perceived and actual GST consequences for equipment financing. In relation to leasing, the challenge is to explain to clients that they recoup the GST on their
next monthly or quarterly return and that competing products
involve a higher price due to input-taxation.
In relation to the non-lease finance products, (then) AELA
for several years lobbied the government to remove the GST distortion, which was moving “cash basis taxpayer” clients from hire
purchase into chattel mortgage, because the former are required
to claim back the GST over the life of the contract whereas the
latter claim it up front.
We were therefore pleased that in the 2010 Budget, the government announced the removal of this distortion effective July
1, 2012; AELA also supported the decision to make hire purchase
fully “taxable” from the same date therefore removing the previous tension between the percentage of input tax credits claimed
by financiers and that asserted by the Taxation Office.
State and territories taxation. The second aspect of the legislative context of leasing in Australia relates to state-based stamp
duties. These are forms of taxation at the state and territory government level.
As a result of lobbying the state governments effectively
abolished these duties on the various equipment finance products;
initially removing the distortion between leasing and other forms
of equipment finance and then abolishing the duties across all the
products.
To conclude on taxation, there has been a major change in
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both Commonwealth and State Tax philosophy towards selfassessment backed-up by field audit. This has meant that equipment financiers need to ensure the regular maintenance and
verification of their procedures and pricing to ensure compliance.
Other regulation. In relation to other regulation, specific
statute coverage of lease finance is limited to “consumer” leases
(that are not otherwise exempt) or “consumer” deemed credit sale
agreements where the consumer use of the goods is the dominant
purpose arising from National Consumer Credit Protection Act
(NCCPAct).
Other than the NCCPAct, the legal impact on a lease contract arises from the common law or general legal principles (correspondence with description, quiet enjoyment, fitness for
purpose) and from the Australian Consumer & Competition Act
(CCAct) Australian Consumer Law (ACL) provisions, in particular (currently for goods under A$40,000 and truck owner/drivers
– “consumer” guarantees apply and some liabilities where the
lessor is “linked” to the supplier. We note reform proposals that
would see the monetary threshold increase to A$100,000).
Also relevant are the Australian Securities & Investment
Commission (ASIC) Act provisions prohibiting conduct in the
provision of financial products which is unconscionable, misleading or deceptive.
Generally speaking “consumer” reforms in Australia have
been introduced so as to avoid the more commercial areas such as
leasing, thereby allowing flexibility in contractual arrangements
within the Common Law and Trade Practices framework of protections.
However, as a complex of State and Federal laws operate
with varying tests and exemptions it would be advisable to carefully explore the legal requirements for contracts before contemplating any involvement in the Australian market.

Table 3:

In addition, as with other areas of the law, the impact of
judgments in cases coming before the Courts in relation to contract terms and practices needs to be closely monitored. In particular, cases that have placed restrictions on the amounts
recoverable from lessees by lessors where the lessees default in
their rental repayments and the lessors are forced to repossess the
leased goods. The doctrine of penalties, as recently extended in
the 2012 Andrews vs ANZ High Court decision, is a key element
of what is recoverable.
Over the years there has been occasional consideration of
extending consumer type disclosure and other protection requirements to small business and farmer lessees and borrowers. This has
been strongly resisted by AELA (now AFIA) as counterproductive
to the better interest of these “new consumers,” not because of
the requirements themselves, but because of the operational
rigidities that they can imply impeding access or increasing the
cost of small business finance.
The issue again arose during 2011/12 with the then government considering inclusion of “small” businesses in the
NCCPAct. Fortunately, this was rejected, particularly on the
response from the SME that it wanted improved access to finance,
not additional red tape.
From July 1998 “commercial unconscionability” provisions
were included in the CCAct. The operation of these provisions
continues to be monitored, however to-date no instances of concern have arisen in relation to leasing and equipment finance. In
the related area of ‘unfair contract terms’, in 2007 the
Productivity Commission recommended that the government
introduce such a regime for consumer transactions.
When the draft legislation was introduced, however, it
included “business-to-business” (B2B) transactions in its ambit. As
this would have increased the risk in lending to such businesses,

New lending volume by product
2017–18
Total: A$40.3bn

2016–17
Total: A$39.5bn
Finance lease
A$4.9bn

Finance lease
A$4.8bn

Operating lease
A$2.3bn

CHP
A$1.6bn

Chattel/loan
A$30.7bn

Note: Totals may not add up due to rounding
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Chattel/loan
A$31.3bn

Operating lease
A$2.4bn

CHP
A$1.8bn
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AELA lobbied that the law be confined to true “consumers” and
while we were pleased that this was the outcome, it was regrettably short-lived, with the new government as part of its Small
Business programme legislating a B2B regime for standard form
contracts which came into effect mid-November 2016.
AELA, in conjunction with ASIC, the corporate and financial sector regulator, ran a detailed workshop on this change and
the necessary process and review steps.
A major part of the AELA (now AFIA) lobbying framework
deals with lender liability issues. These can include environmental
penalties and remediation statute impacts, security interests and
forfeiture, OH&S and product defect liability.
Over recent years environmental laws when introduced have
included “passive financier” provisions which have assisted members. This issue was to the fore in 2001 in relation to the
Commonwealth Damage by Aircraft Act, which placed strict and
unlimited liability on the “owners” of aircraft, as well as operators.
This created considerable concern post-September 11 when
insurance became unavailable.
AELA made several representations on this and the government amended the law to provide passive financier relief. Progress
has also been made on ensuring greater consideration for financiers’ interests when secured equipment is involved in some criminal or civil breach. Personal property securities law and recent
reform proposals have also been a key area of focus for AELA
(now AFIA) (see section on ‘securities issues’).
Away from “black letter” law there has been an increasing
reference of complaints by small business to External Dispute
Resolution Schemes (EDRS) which might impact on equipment
finance.
These began some 20 years ago as voluntary self-regulatory
codes for bank consumer customers and separately for those of

Table 4:

mortgage brokers. Subsequently the banks extended their Code
to cover “small business” customers. Any commercial uncertainty
that this extension created was then limited to the banks and their
voluntary code.
However, with the commencement of the NCCP Act membership of an EDRS for consumer credit lenders became compulsory and care needed to be taken to assess the uncertainty
around commercial business written out of consumer credit financiers.
This has been enhanced by two developments, the revision
of the Banking Code of Practice (expanding its scope of small
business coverage) and the move to a single-EDRS for our sector,
the Australian Financial Complaints Authority.
More recently, an Australian Small Business & Family
Enterprise Ombudsman (ASBFEO) has been established by the
government with wide-ranging powers. She has utilised these to
effectively advocate on behalf of her small business constituents
including in relation to unfair contract terms protections.
The other significant area of regulatory focus in FY2018
with the potential to impact on our equipment finance market is
the Royal Commission into Banking and Financial Services. This
has seen the release of an Interim Report inviting response from
our sector on a range of issues.
AFIA’s submission has sought to respond to these in a way
that maintains the customer benefits (particularly for small business customers) from the leasing and the other equipment finance
products.
Accounting for leases. A fourth aspect of the regulatory
framework derives from Accounting Standards and practices.
The IASB’s IFRS 16 Leases was released in January 2016 and
was subsequently ratified by the Australian Accounting Standards
Board (as AASB 16) to apply to annual reporting periods begin-

New lending by equipment type
2016–17
Total: A$39.5bn
Other
13.1%

2017–18
Total: A$40.3bn
Cars,
light commercials
41.0%
Mining,
earth, cons.
12.6%

Mining,
earth, cons.
9.8%

Cars,
light commercials
39.4%

Manufacturing
equipment
3.6%

Manufacturing
equipment
3.3%

EDP,
office machines
3.6%

EDP,
office machines
4.6%
Agricultural
equipment
7.6%
Other transport
equipment
1.9%

Other
13.2%

Agricultural
equipment
6.6%
Aircraft
1.5%

Trucks, trailers, buses
17.3%

Other transport
equipment
1.6%

Aircraft
1.2%

Trucks, trailers, buses
18.2%

Note: Totals may not add up due to rounding
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ning on or after January 1, 2019. While there is convergence with
the US FASB equivalent, there are variations.
With the AASB 16 requirements finalised, AFIA, in conjunction with our Associate Member KPMG, has run a series of
implementation Workshops, most recently in June 2018, for
lessors on the new Standard’s impact. This has been supported
with a detailed Commentary.
Securities issues. Across the range of equipment finance
products, from rentals to chattel mortgages, financiers have different security interests, registration requirements and realisation
options.
For leases and hire-purchase contracts, the lessor/financier is
the equipment owner and in a range of default situations can take
possession of the item and sell it. Under the lease, the lessor is typically entitled to the full amount of the rentals outstanding less a
discount for receiving those rentals earlier than contracted.
By comparison, enforcement of the hire-purchase agreement
will involve a rebate of the interest/terms charges.
Under either scenario, the calculations must not be able to
be characterised as a “penalty” at law. A further difference is that
the hirer must receive the benefit of any surplus after sale of the
asset and settlement of the account; the lessee on the other hand,
may not receive such benefit – under current low inflation, surpluses are however rare.
For chattel mortgages, at general law, the respective parties’
rights will be determined by the terms of the contract. Generally,
those terms will allow the mortgagee (financier) to take possession of the secured asset, sell it and proceed against the mortgagor
(borrower) for amounts that remain outstanding under the contract, including any personal covenants or guarantees.
For many years, we have worked with all governments to
harmonise the operation of the various registers of security interests, particularly for motor vehicles. This process came to fruition
on January 30, 2012 with the commencement of a national register (the Personal Property Securities Register (PPSR)) of all security interests in all non-real property assets.
Marred by initial data migration issues, the new regime is
slowly bedding down and providing major operational benefits.
Areas of concern remain, particularly in the context of sub-leasing and AELA took these up in these up in Post-Implementation
(Whittaker) Review and is presently through AFIA promoting
industry recommendations to the government.
The principle of “seize or sue”, which requires the financier
to make an election between being satisfied through the taking of
possession or leaving the asset with the defaulting customer and
suing for the full amount, is not part of Australian debt recovery
jurisprudence. This enables much better credit risk assessment, to
the benefit of equipment finance availability and pricing.
Lease industry representation. In Australia, finance companies pioneered leasing in the 1950s and today continue to write a
significant volume of new leasing. With lease finance accounting
for over 30% of then financiers’ lending operations, what was then
their national industry association, the Australian Finance
Conference (AFC) had for many years fulfilled the role of lessor
industry association in terms of legislative and tax representations.
In the latter part of 1986, a series of meetings of lease market
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participants led to the establishment of the Australian Equipment
Lessors Association (AELA).
More recently following a 2016 Strategic Review, AFC
members voted to change the name of the organisation to the
Australian Finance Industry Association (AFIA) and the members
of the various affiliated associations, including AELA, voted to
become divisions of AFIA so as to more effectively harness their
numbers and role in the economy, to better advocate for industry
issues and concerns. Further detail, including a list of AFIA members, is available through: www.afia.asn.au.

Leasing outlook
Leasing in all its forms has for several decades proved to be an
equipment financing technique suitable to all stages of the economic cycle. We expect leasing will continue to be a key product
in supporting and developing the Australian economy’s productive base into the future.
Economic conditions and government policy reform at both
the national and state levels will continue to impact. AFIA, as the
voice of a diverse Australian finance sector strengthened by more
than 100 organisations from both the mature and developing ends
of the financial services market, is well-placed to influence and
ensure leasing remains a viable product offered by AFIA members
financing Australia’s future.
For further details on the Australian leasing market visit the
AFIA web-site www.afia.asn.au (Equipment Finance Division).
The AFIA Equipment Finance Division meets several times each
year: March, July, October and at a general event combined with
members from all divisions late October/ early November.
Industry members from overseas are welcome to attend, by prior
arrangement with AFIA. The Annual AFIA Conference is held in
November each year.
Notes:
1
2
3
4

AELA has since transitioned to become the Equipment Finance Division
of the Australian Finance Industry Association (AFIA).
AELA has since transitioned to become the Equipment Finance Division
of the Australian Finance Industry Association (AFIA).
Extracted from the ATO website: https://www.ato.gov.au/Rates/
Changes-to-company-tax-rates/#Baserateentitycompanytaxrate.
Extracted from the ATO website: https://www.ato.gov.au/business/smallbusiness-entity-concessions/what-s-new-for-small-business/.
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